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CLIMBING IN KONDUS 
& CHARAKUA AREA 

 

Charakusa valley
Kondus Valley
Nangma valley 
Khridas & Homboro valleys 
Allah's Finger -c5,000m- (Khridas valley)  
Amin Brakk -c5,750 (c5,850m)-
Amin Brakk -c5,750m (c5,880m)-, West face (Nangma valley)
Amin Brakk -c5,750m (c5,880m)-, Namkor route (Nangma valley)
Attemps on Amin Brakk suumit 
Baltistan Peak -c7,099m-
Barpoo Burakha (Prupoo Brakk) -c6,870m (c6,887m)-
Beatrice Peak -c5,800m-, «Diaper couloir»  
Beatrice Peak -c5,800m-, South face
Beatrice Peak -c5,800m-, South Est face, «The Excellent Adventure” & 
“Hajeta routes» 
Changi Brakk (Changi tower) -c5,820m- 
Changi Brakk (Changi tower) -c5,820m-, East face  
Charakusa Tower -c5,600/c5,400m- (Khridas valley)  
Chogolisa (Bride Peak) -c7,665m-
Chogolisa (Bride Peak) -c7,665m- North Est summit
Chogolisa (Bride Peak), -c7,654m- South Est summit
Denbor Brakk -c4,700m- (Nangma valley)  
Depak -c7,150m-
Drifika (Drefekal/The Ghost home) -c6,447m- 
Drifika (Drefekal) -c6,447m-, North face
Father Peak -c5,500m- (Nangma valley)  
Fathi Brakk –c5,400m (c5,600m) (Khridas valley) 
Ghent group -7000/7401m-
Ghent I –-c7,401m-
Ghent II -c7,342m-
Ghent III -c7,000m-
Gulam tower -c4,710m- (Hushe valley) 
Gutum Talji -c5,500m- (Nangma valley) 
Ibrahim Brakk -c5,200m- (Homboro valley)  
Ibrahim Brakk -c5,200m-, «Azad Kashmir» line (Khridas valley) 
Iqbal wall (Khridas valley)
K6 - c7,281m

 

Available maps of Charakusa & Kondus 
areas :

36 US maps U502
(1:250 000)

(76 ko)

Russians map 
(1:500 000 ième)

(30 ko)
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K7 -c6,934m-
K7 -c6934m-, South face
K7 -c6934m-, South East summit
K7 -c6973m-, South west ridge
Kaberi Peak -c7,000m-
Kapura -c6,544m-
King Brakk -c4,900m- (Khridas valley) 
Kondus Peak -c6,756m-
Laïla Peak -c6,952m-
Laïla Peak -c6,952m-, North ridge
Link Sar (« Berliner Peak ») -c7,041m-
Lucky Shinmo Spire (Cobra Brakk), (Khridas valley) 
Marpo Brakk -c5,300m- (Nangma valley) 
Nakpa Brakk -c5,300m- (Khridas valley)  
Nasa Peak
Nawaz Brakk -c5,700m-, West face (Nangma valley)  
Parhat Brakk (Khridas valley)
Pilastro Bimbi -c4,950m- (Khridas valley)  
Pilastro Pulcinella -4900m- (Vallée de Khridas) 
Pilastro Pulcinella -c4,900m- (Khridas valley)  
Shingu Charpa (" The Great tower ") -c5,600m-, (Nangma valley) 
Spansar Brakk -c5,300m-, South west ridge (Khridas valley) 
Tahir Tower, « All Quiet on the Eastern Front” route (Kondus valley) 
Tasa Kangri (Trinity Peak) -c6,614m-
The Dog’s Knob (TDK) -c5,400m-
Tysar tower -c5,000m- 
Uli Peak -c4,670m- (Khridas valley) 
Zang Brakk (Sotulpa) -c4,800m- (Nangma valley)  
Zang Brakk (Sotulpa) -c4,800m-, « Ramchikor route » (Nangma valley) 

  

Carte
Cliquable

(60 ko) 

Carte US MAP
1:250 000 

(66 ko)

Image satellite
K12 / Saltoro

(55 ko)

Image satellite
Siachen & Kondus

(58 ko)
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Much of mountaineer climb on the giant of Baltoro whereas not far, the superb valley of Charakusa, Khridas, Nangma, 
Homboro and Kondus is growing by isolated towers and superb granite spires which remain out of the world. 
Charakusa valley opened only since 1984 and that its access is strictly regulated cause of the militarized zone of very 
close Siachen area, always disputed between India and Pakistan. 
Exploration is still continuing, when spy satellites furrow the skies, at the time where whoever can consult high quality 
satellite images from home. Remember that the majority of incredible rock towers and rised enormous pillars of the 
area were discovered by Westerners only fifteen years ago. This page is devoted to the one of the greatest 
geographical discovery of these last years, of these valleys which for some like Homboro and Khridas were 
discovered 5 years ago! It's not only for political reasons but only for geographical reasons (difficult access) and 
thanks to mountaineers whom one could also describe as exploring adventurers. We have choice to continue to 
furrow the trodden ways, or to leave it ! I invite you to do by consulting this web page. 

  

Charakusa valley:
There are several other spectacular granite walls and spires at the eastern end of the 
Charakusa Glacier, some of were ever climb but many are waiting first climbers. Choice of 
climbs is incredible, the pretty mountainous area, delicious camping sites and the very 
welcome people policy make it a perfect climbing site for holidays.

  

Kondus Valley :
The enormous Kondus glacier flows from the Conway and the group forming by Saddle and 
Baltoro & Sia Kangri range. It was close for tourism cause of near strategic area on Siachen 
glacier and a military route was building.

  

Nangma valley :
The Nangma Valley is rapidly establishing itself as one the premier rock-climbing venues in the Karakoram-Himalayan 
chain and several major new routes were added last summer. Unfortunately, it is also reported that last summer saw 
a huge mudslide wipe out Kande, the village at the entrance to the valley from where all expeditions recruit their 
porters.

  

Khridas & Homboro valleys:
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Khridas Valley is the next north of the increasingly popular Nangma Valley in the 
Hushe region. The Kahridas is a relatively narrow valley between the Nangma and 
Charakusa with the fine pyramid of Drifika at the head.. It's nescessary to walk 2 days 
with little climb (5,9), that's why it was discover very recently.
Italian's team (Lanfranchi et Maspes) was first to explore Homboro valley in 1999, 
North american team the was first to explore the Khridas valley in 2000(Nils Davis, 
Sean Isaac et Todd Offenbacher). Khridas valley become more and more popular.

  

Allah's Finger -5000m- (Vallée de Khridas) :
It was first ascended in 1999 by Italians, Maurizio Giordani, Luca Maspes and Natale Villa, with the Swiss, Lorenzo 
Lanfranchi. Climbing to the top of the spire took four days and the 550m-high South Face was graded VII+ obl and 
A2/A3. The North American trio of Nils Davis (USA), Sean Isaac (Canada) and Todd Offenbacher (USA) made the 
first ascent of a previously unnamed granite spire in the Khridas Valley, the second team to explore this area.

  

Amin Brakk -5850m- :
Both teams named the peaks after their respective cooks; Amin for the Spanish (1995) and Nawaz 
for the British (1998).
AminBrakk peak is one of the most spectacular of the earth and one of the most popular in the 
Hushe area, one of the most difficult too (much more of the Trango Towers), generally quoted as 
5,850m but thought possibly higher.
In 1996, the very experienced Spanish big wall climber, Jon Lazkano, together with Adolfo 
Madinabeitia and Jose Carlos Tamayo made a capsule style attempt on the 1,200m granite face of 
unclimbed Amin Brakk (c5,750m). After 15 days on the wall the trio were forced to give up around 

300m below the top, worn down by bad weather, cold temperatures that caused minor frostnip, and lack of food. They 
estimated another three to four days of good climbable weather would be needed in order to reach the summit.
Following on from their new routes on Beatrice in 1997, UK climbers Steve Mayers, Louise Thomas and Mike 'Twid' 
Turner returned to the Hushe region for some objectives they had reconnoitred after climbing Beatrice. This year they 
were accompanied by Welsh climber Elfyn Jones, and Libby Peter. Amin Brakk (often quoted as c5,750m but thought 
to be somewhat higher) is a spectacular rock peak in the Nangma Valley south of the Charakusa and is approached 
from the Hushe Valley south of the main village. It has a much coveted c1,200m North Pillar which has been tried at 
least twice in capsule style by Jon Lazkano and fellow Spanish climbers via a line up the right flank. Their best effort 
reached within 300m of the top and was filmed for the Spanish TV series On the Edge of the Impossible. Jones, 
Mayers and Turner first inspected this line but realized it probably wasn't practicable in the unsettled weather 
prevailing during August. This turned out to be fortunate, as later a 200m lower section of the pillar collapsed.
In 1998, while the Koreans were making their final attempt, the tried and tested partnership of 37 years old Pep Masip 
and 28 years old Silvia Vidal, together with 31 years old Miguel Puigdomenech, arrived at the 4,250m Base Camp to 
make their own attempt on Amin Brakk. Masip and Vidal had scoped the West Face in 1998 while making the first 
ascent of Brakk Zang opposite (see info). As the Spanish were acclimatizing, the three Czechs arrived and 
established themselves on the lower pitches of the Basque line. Finding their proposed project taken and increasingly 
worried that this previously tried line was potentially exposed to rockfall and avalanche, the three Spanish chose the 
big blank wall to the left, closer to the prow. This was certainly much safer but offered no continuous crack systems. 
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After fixing five pitches, the trio set off in capsule style, making four portaledge camps (the highest at c5,500m) and 
spending 30 continuous days on the wall before reaching the summit on the 6th August. They hauled a total of 500kg 
of gear, which included food, fuel and water (218 litres) for an estimated 28 days climbing. The rock was mediocre 
with loose blocks on the initial section but, fortunately, it then improved considerably. A total of 22 pitches were 
climbed, virtually all of these 70m in length. Most of the route, christened Sol Solet and 1,650m in length, required aid, 
with the eighth and 11th pitches given A5, and the 13th an A4+ grade. The two A5 pitches were led by the diminutive 
Vidal and took several days apiece, while the hardest free climbing was the 6c+ sixth pitch led by Puigdomenech. The 
crux eighth pitch followed an almost non-existent crack in the back of a large, open, right-facing corner and required 
all sorts of sophisticated techniques. Copperheads appear to have been very difficult to place in the hard compact 
granite. Unfortunately, the 10th pitch proved exceptionally blank and required 27 bolts in 70m. In addition, at least one 
bolt was placed at each belay, though a hand drill was used at all times during the ascent. The team note that out of 
the 32 days spent on the wall (two days were needed to descend from the summit and completely strip the route) only 
five were fine and sunny. On 19 it snowed and the remainder were very variable For some time after the event (as 
confirmed by subsequent reports in the Spanish press) the three were under the impression that they had made the 
first ascent of Amin Brakk. On the 12th July, as the Czechs were descending from the summit, the weather was very 
bad. As he passed the Spanish portaledges some 250m to the side, Silhan was able to shout across to a figure that 
he had succeeded. However, this does not appear to have been understood and by the time the Spanish arrived on 
the snowy summit, any tracks would have been obliterated.

  

Amin Brakk -5750m (5880m)-, face Ouest (vallée de Nangma) :

The west face was reach the first toime by spanishs Jon Lazkano, Aldolfo Madinabeita et José Carlos 
Tamayo.

  

Amin Brakk -5750m (5880m)-, voie Namkor (vallée de Nangma) : 

"Namkor" mean Bad weather in Balti language, christened after a hard climb in the bad weather.
Adolfo Madinabeitia returned to the West Face of Amin Brakk (c5,850m) last summer to create Namkor, 
a 1,550m line between the two routes completed in 1999; Sol Solet to the left and Czech Express 
towards the right side of the face. In 1996 Mandinabeitia had tried the face with fellow Spanish 
climbers, Jon Lazkano and José Carlos Tamayo, climbing 1,100m (25 pitches up to A3) in capsule style 
up the right side of the wall before being forced to retreat in a bad storm. Lazkano had seen the route 
the previous year while attempting the North West Face of neighbouring Nawaz Brakk with Kike de 

Pablo and Josetxa Rodriguez. In 1999 Koreans Bang Jung-Ho, Park Ihn-Soo and Hwang Young-Soon completed two 
further pitches above the Spanish high point, then retreated leaving all their ropes in place. Shortly after, Marek 
Holecek, Filip Silhan and David Stastny from the Czech Republic completed the line to the top of the wall at IX and 
A3, then climbed the remaining 300-400m of mixed ground to the summit. 
Last summer, Mandinabeitia and his partner, Juan Miranda, spent 10 days acclimatizing, carrying loads and fixing 
around 11 pitches before committing to the wall on the 5th July. On the 31st July they reached the summit ridge (but 
did not continue the short distance to the highest point) and arrived back on the Changma Glacier on the 4th August 
after 31 days on the wall and 30 nights spent in portaledges. Only four of these days were fine and sunny, the rest 
relatively poor or worse, resulting in a total of 13 days lost to bad weather (Namkor is Balti for bad weather). The new 
route has 31 pitches with approximately half free (up to 6b+) and half aid. The crux section was undoubtedly the two 
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58m pitches 15 and 16, both graded A5. Above these pitches the route follows a left- facing diedre and, finally, the 
face left of a large chimney system, to arrive on the snowy crest close to the summit. Three portaledge camps were 
established on the face and 50 bolts plus eight rivets used on belays. Fifteen rivets were drilled and placed for 
progression. However, much of the hard aid relied on a combination of birdbeaks and RURPS in incipient cracks or 
difficult hooking on compact granite. Namkor becomes the second route on Amin Brakk to be awarded the A5 rating. 

  

Les tentatives sur l'Amin Brakk :

* In 1995 : Spanish attemp (500m, F6b et A3).
* In 1996 : Basque attempt
* In 1998 : English attempt by Elfyn Jones/Steve Mayers/Mike/ Wid Turner (1100m, 32 longueurs en E3 et A3).
* In 1999 : Success by Masip (37 ans), Silvia Vidal (28 ans) et Miguel Puigdomenech (31 ans) (1650m, A5 et 6c+).
* In 1999, Coreans, Shin Dong-Chul, Jung-Ho et Hwang Young-Soon attempt Amin Brakk, accomplished nearly the 
1996 basque way (Success by Adolfo Madinabeitia, Namkor way,see info). After their departure from the valley the 
route was completed by the three Czechs, as reported in. In 1997 they were also part of the Korean team making the 
first ascent of the Central Pillar on the West Face of Gasherbrum IV (Bang Jung-Ho reaching the summit).
Russian Valery Rozov climbed and based jumped from the summit (july 2004).

  

Baltistan Peak -c7,099m- :
Ce sommet est souvent apparenté au K6 mais c’est une erreur. A la date de mise à jour de ce site, ce sommet 
semble être vierge.

  

Barpoo Burakha (Prupoo Brakk) -c6,870m (c6,887m)-
This summits was climbing by a japanese expedition (leader Hiroaki Akiyama).

  

Beatrice Peak -c5,800m-, " Diaper couloir " :
Beatrice is a c5,800m peak located on the north side of the Charakusa Valley in the Hushe region. The summit ridge 
is a rather narrow complex affair and has been reached once before by a young British team in 1988. Andy Bunnage 
and Bob Marks made the first ascent of the peak via the Diaper Couloir, a 1,000m D+ snow and ice gully on the south 
flank.

  

Beatrice Peak -c5,800m-, South face :
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The first routes on this face were put up in 1997 when British climbers Grant Farquar, Steve Meyers and Mike 'Twid 
Turner, and simultaneously Glenda Huxter, Kath Pyke and Louise Thomas, climbed two roughly parallel lines in 
capsule style; The Excellent Adventure (British E3 6a and A3+) and Hateja (also British E3 6a and A3+). The three 
Americans chose a line through the multiple overlaps to the right of the previous routes and in rather inclement 
weather decided to fix ropes on the first 360m before committing themselves to the wall. Once established on the 
route they then had to face the worst storm of the expedition, which put down approximately one metre of snow over 
several days. The trio fixed another 240m through discontinuous cracks on the headwall before deciding to go for the 
top. However, when they discovered the summit to be guarded by a long knife-edge ridge composed of poor snow 
and dangerously loose blocks, Chin, Howe and Workman, in common with the two British parties before them, 
decided that the top of the wall was reward enough. They descended from this high point, christening their route 
Wanderlust and offering a grade of VI, 5.10+, A3.

  

Beatrice Peak -c5,800m-, South Est face, " The Excellent Adventure" & 
"Hajeta" routes :

The South East route on this face were put up in 1997 when British climbers Grant Farquar, Steve Meyers and Mike 
'Twid Turner, and simultaneously Glenda Huxter, Kath Pyke and Louise Thomas, climbed two roughly parallel lines in 
capsule style; " The Excellent Adventure " (British E3 6a and A3+) and " Hateja " (also British E3 6a and A3+). This is 
2 long days climb on a difficult ridge, summit who nobody climb.

  

Changi Brakk (Changi tower) -c5,820m- :
An Australian/New Zealand party also made first ascents in the Nangma Valley. The all-women's team of Abby 
Watkins, Vera Wong and Nicola Woodford climbed Excess Baggage on the 5,300m Changi Tower. The route works 
left up the main rock wall to climb a prominent crack system and snow slope above to the main summit. Difficulties 
were rated at 5.10 and A2+. Watkins and Wong currently hold the women's speed record for an ascent of the Nose on 
El Capitan (16 hours and 40 minutes).
New Zealanders, New Norton and Paul Weber, also climbed a route on the Changi Tower, starting to the left of 
Excess Baggage up a slanting corner system then cutting through the last named route to finish on the North Summit. 
The climb was completed in 10 days at 5.10 and A1, involved 26 pitches and was christened " Just a Quickie " as the 
pair had originally thought it would provide a quick warm-up climb before heading off for greater things.

  

Changi Brakk (Changi tower) -c5,820m-, East face :

In 1998 the East Face was climbed by two routes: " Just a Quickie " (Norton/Weber: 5.10+ and A0) to the North 
Summit (c5,800m) and Excess Baggage (Watkins/Wong/Woolford: 5.10+ and A2+) to the main summit (c5,820m).
Rubén Aramendia, Fermin Izco and Mikel Zabalza, compatriots of the Spanish team on Amin Brakk, set up Base 
Camp on the 26th June at 4,300m, further up the Nangma Valley from the glacier branch leading to Amin Brakk. From 
there they then tackled a line on the East Face of the multi-summited and somewhat complex c5,820m Changi Tower. 
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Charakusa Tower -c5,600/c5,400m- (Khridas valley):
We suppose that the high of this mountain is 200 meters lower as khown on maps. Not many informations about this 
mountain.

  

Chogolisa (Bride Peak) -c7,665m- :
Chogolisa is one of the highest mountains of central Karakoram and form an impressive 
trapezoid comprising 2 summits (North-eastern summit - c7,654m., South-western summit - 
c7,665m) and 4 ridges. First, Martin Conway explored the area who was very impressive by 
this white pyramid of snow christened " Bride Peak " (mean the wife of K2 just opposite, a 
pretty couple!). The mortals veils of Chogolisa as unreal whiteness are where disappeared 
H.Buhl in 1957 on a cornice on the North-eastern ridge around c7,100 m, without rope and 
and blind by a thick fog whereas he climbed the top with K.Diemberger. Climbing Chogolisa 
is one of the easiest climb of Karakoram, but this tragedy shows that even the best climbers 

ones can make big errors. Martin Conway try the first to climb the summit (three times without success), attempts 
continue in 1909 with Louis Amédée of Savoy, duke of Abruzzi, J.Petigax, H. and A. Brocherel of Courmayeur which 
make a challenging climb until in 1922: all the difficulties crossed about c7,400 m, they turn back in a thick fog at 250 
meters down the top.

 

Chogolisa (Bride Peak) -c7,665m- North Est summit:

The 4 August, 1958, Japanese K.Hirai &. Fujihira try to reach the top again but didn't go 
beyond the North-eastern summit (c7,654m) completing an exploration started in 1892 by 
Martin Conway. 2 French climbers died in 1986 during a sky descent from the top.

  

Chogolisa (Bride Peak), -c7,654m- South Est summit :

The first climb of the South-western top was made by Austrians G.Ammerer and A.Pressl 
by the Western edge in 1975; the second time , by B.Aucher French, P.Dubois, 
J.M.Galmiche and E.Monier by the Southern edge in 1984. In 1986, the british L.Elliot, A. 
Fanshawe, H.Irvine and S.Lamb made the first traverse between the 2 summits, from West 
to East, and finished by the North-eastern summit.

  

Denbor Brakk -c4,700m- (Nangma valley) :
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British womens Libby Peter and Thomas also climbed another small peak, which they named 
Denbor (4,700m). They reached the top via a line they named the Gentian Traverse (PD). 
Later they explored the glacier below (and south of) Drifika and reached a 5,600m col at its 
foot.

  

Depak -c7,150m- :
This summit was climbing by an internationnal expedition (Germany, british & pakistani team) in 1960. Not many 
informations about this mountain.

  

Drifika (Drefekal/Ghost home) -c6,447m- :
Drifika (Drefekal) rise up in one of the most remote area of Karakoram range, that make it 
charming. It is a fine and perfect snow pyramid situated south of the Charakusa Glacier 
(east of the Hushe Valley) between south Nika Peak (6325m), near Chogolisa mountains 
(7665m), K6 (7281m), K7 (6934m), Link Sar (7041m), christened the peak by japanese first 
climb after talking to local villagers who referred to it as " Drefekal " or the Home of Ghosts

  

Drifika (Drefekal) -c6,447m-, North face :

Six climbers from Akiya Ishimura's Japanese expedition first reached the summit via the North Ridge in 1978.. It is a 
fine snow pyramid situated south of the Charakusa Glacier (east of the Hushe Valley) and the Italians established four 
camps on their approach to the elegant upper ridge, the last at c5,850m. The climb was reported to be technically 
straightforward with the last 500m a moderate 50° snow/ice climb. The team did, however, fix 200m of rope on a 
section of the route at c5,000m but climbed the peak in a round trip of only 20 days from Islamabad.
The team was led by 56 years old Angelo Rusconi, a former well-known Bregaglia activist and comprised a blend of 
youth and maturity. The two summiteers, who repeated the route of the first ascensionists up the North Ridge, were 
Luciano Gimpa and Simone Rossetti, both 27 years old. Fifty seven years old Gino Hora is reported to have stopped 
only c100m below the summit. Rusconi applied for the peak in 1997 but was refused permission.

  

Father Peak -c5,500m- (Nangma valley) :
At the beginning of 1999, Andrew Mc Cauley, Ned Norton, Paul Weber et Vera Wong climbed the Father Peak 
(5500m) (second attempt).

  

Fathi Brakk -c5,400m (c5,600m) (Khridas valley) :
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From early July to mid August Americans, Jimmy Chin, Evan Howe, Brady Robinson, plus Doug and Jed Workman 
established three new rock routes in the Charakusa Valley. From the K7 Base Camp a high camp was first placed 
between Fathi Brakk and Parhat Brakk (c5,400m/c5,600m). From this camp Chin and Robinson made the second 
ascent of Fathi Brakk (the Charakusa Tower, quoted as 5,600m but possibly c200m lower) via a route on the slender 
North Face. The 21-pitch climb, which followed the north west rock and snow gully to gain a prominent diedre splitting 
the upper half of the face, was rated 5.10+, A3 and WI4+. However, the overriding difficulty, according to the 
Americans, was loose rock. The summit of this impressive granite spire was first climbed in July 1998 by Italians, 
Maurizio Giordani, Luca Maspes and Natale Villa via the West North West Face at 5.10+ and A3.

  

Ghent group -c7,000/c7,401m- :

Ghent I -c7,401m- :

First climb by a an austrian team in 1961 (Erich Waschak, Wolfgang Axt).

  

Ghent II -c7,342m- :

Wolfgang Axt (Autrichien) came back on this summit in 1977.

  

Ghent III -c7,000m- :

[To complete]

  

Gulam tower -c4,710m- (Hushe valley) :
In the early part of summer 1997, a four man team from Northern Italy added another worthwhile rock route to this fine 
granite playground. Riccardo Milani, Adriano Selva, Andrea Spandri and Natale Villa made the first ascent of a 
4,710m rock spire on the west bank of the Gondokoro Glacier, roughly opposite Balti and Cholon peaks. The four 
climbers more or less followed the left edge of the face overlooking the glacier in c15 pitches.
Although for the most part difficulties were reasonable yet sustained on excellent granite (V to VI), the crux gave a 
pitch of VII and A3 with some tricky hooking. The spire was christened the "Ghulam"and the 650m route, rated Alpine 
TD+, named Giorgio Lorenzo. No bolts were placed and future parties should carry 10 pegs of various sizes, plus a 
comprehensive rack of wires and Friends.

  

Gutum Talji -c5,500m- (Nangma valley) :
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On the 8th August the team attempted Gutum Talji (c5,500m) to the south of the Yain Hisk Glacier. Stacey and Scott 
tried the steep North West Face but were forced to retreat due to warm conditions and associated rockfall. Meanwhile 
Goodwin, Gouws and Thompson had reached the crest of the West Ridge via the South Fork of the Yain Hisk Glacier, 
climbing a dangerous gully to reach a c500m section of 60 water ice leading to a saddle on the ridge. The crest of the 
ridge was then followed over snow and easy angled rock to the top (the peak has several summits). Descent followed 
the same route and was carried out in deteriorating conditions.

  

Ibrahim Brakk -c5,200m- (Homboro valley) :
Lanfranchi and Maspes visited the nearby Homboro Valley and succeeded on a previously virgin summit they 
christened Ibrahim's Peak. The ascent was made in one day and involved 450m of climbing over mixed terrain and 
friable rock with difficulties up to VI-.

  

Ibrahim Brakk -c5,200m-, Azad Kashmir route (Khridas valley) :

The North American trio of Nils Davis (USA), Sean Isaac (Canada) and Todd Offenbacher (USA) made the first 
ascent of a previously unnamed granite spire in the Khridas Valley, the next valley north of the increasingly popular 
Nangma Valley in the Hushe region. The North American team explored the potential during July but although 
discovering many virgin towers and spires, found the rock for the most part to be badly exfoliating. However, on the 
18th July they were able to make the first ascent of a c5,200m spire, which they named Ibrahim Brakk after their Balti 
cook. The route took the South Ridge, a striking arête up a pyramid-shaped peak in a group of spires north of the 
glacier and approximately two hours' walk above their Base Camp. The 700m route began with slabby climbing but 
steepened to the summit headwall. On the first 300m the climbers moved simultaneously and pitched only the upper 
400m. They succeeded in making a light and fast ascent in one day, climbing with only one rope and a standard rack. 
Many of the slab pitches were found to be very poorly protected and the last pitch nearly defeated the team. However, 
Davis was able to pull out a fine lead, overcoming loose ground and crumbling flakes with only marginal gear to 
complete a pitch of 5.10+ and arrive on the summit one hour before dark. The climbers, who were carrrying no 
bivouac equipment, then made a rappel descent through the night, leaving behind half their rack. No bolts or pegs 
were used and the route was christened " Azad Kashmir " (" free Kashmir ", 700m: V 5.10+R).

  

Iqbal wall (Khridas valley) :
Rowell teamed up with two members from a small Italian team, the Lecco-based climbers Gianluca 
Maspes and Natale Villa. Together these three made the first ascent of Iqbal's Wall, a steep c320m 
corner system with difficulties up to 5.10d, which lies on a rocky ridge between K7 Base Camp and 
K7. The wall is just inside the glacier valley facing the huge 1,700m high wall of K7 and the line 
climbed follows the obvious clean diedre on the left side. Details of the routes climbed by the Italian 
team, which is thought to have also included the Dolomite specialist, Maurizio Giordani, are not yet 

known.
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K6 - c7,281m :
The Northern face of K6 is as beautifull as Baintha Brakk (Ogre) or Latok. The unique 
ascent of this wonderfull summit was accomplissed by Edi Koblmüller. Edi Koblmüller first 
visited Pakistan in 1970 when he made the first ascent of the very difficult K6 (7,281m) from 
the Nangma Glacier. This excellent climber followed this with new routes on Cho Oyu in 
1978, Batura I in 1983, after which he went on to make a fast Alpine style ascent of the 

Schell Route on the Rupal Face of Nanga Parbat, reaching the summit alone, the first 
ascent of Rakaposhi East in 1985 and later ascents of several other 8,000m peaks.

  

K7 -c6,934m- :
2 British teams, in 1990 and 1993, try a direct line on the big walls of the South West ridge, 
highst point at 6300m after 32 days of hard work in the shadonws of the Link sar : without 
success.

  

K7 -c6,934m-, South face :

An american team (Conrad Anker, Jimmy et Brady Robinson) climbed on the south face of K7 
(6934m). Exhausted by 15 days on the wall, leaving in a portaledge, they went back without food. 3 
cmaps for the attempt, the highest at 6100m.

  

K7 -c6,973m-, South West Ridge:

Deux cordées britanniques, en 1990 et 1993, ont tenté une ligne directe sur les tours de roche 
de l'arête Sud Ouest, atteignant 6300m après 32 jours passés sur la montagne à l'ombre du 
Link Sar : sans succès.

  

Kaberi Peak -c7,000m- :
Ce sommet semble avoir été atteint en 1958.
Peu d'informations sur ce sommet.

  

Kondus Peak -c6,756m- :
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This summit was climb the first time by a japanese expedition in 1958, the 3 of august.

  

Kapura -c6,544m- :
The beautiful unclimbed rock and ice pyramid of Kapura lies immediately west of 7,281m K6 and had received no 
previous official attempt before a six-man Dutch team attempt comprising Fedor Broekhoven, Coenradd Doeser, 
Wouter Dorigo, Bart Hersmus, Bas Henzing and Martin Jongmans were unsuccessful in their main objective, 6,544m 
Kapura, south of the Charakusa Glacier. The Dutch tried the West Flank and North West Ridge, finding the climbing 
overall to be approximately Alpine AD with ice up to 60° and one rock passage of IV/V. They were stopped at 
c5,800m by very deep and unstable snow. However, they did manage to attempt other peaks in the area, achieving 
moderate success.

  

King Brakk -c4,900m- (Khridas valley) :
After climbing above the Choktoi Glacier (see below), Luca Maspes moved to the Hushe region where he joined 
forces with fellow Italians, Maurizio Giordani and Natale Villa, plus Lorenzo Lanfranchi from Switzerland. These four 
spent 10 days in the Khridas Valley from where they climbed two peaks. The first objective was a 4,900m summit they 
christened King Brakk. This was reached via a 400m rock route with difficulties up to VI and A2. The following day 
they set off for a c5,000m tower, which they named Allah's Finger. This tower took four days to climb, with the summit 
reached on the 9th July. The route gave 24 pitches of not always perfect granite with difficulties up to VII+ obl plus 
many sections of A2 and A3. Several bolts were placed but all at main belay stances. Apart from fixing three pitches 
on their third day, the route was climbed in Alpine style.

  

Laïla Peak -c6,952m- :
Laïla is the heroïn of a love story, this mountain be more known for the balance gracious of 
its form, one of more beautifyll in the world. This spectacular mountain at 6096m high above 
left bank of Gondokoro glacier in the valley of Hushe is often confused with the mountain of 
the same name of 6614m located in Haramosh group.
Forty four years old Forno, a ski instructor and prolific author with a history of expeditions to 
8,000m peaks, has begun a project to attempt what he considers to be the most beautiful 
summit on each of the seven continents. Laila he rates as the most attractive in Asia.
This mountain had previously received at least three unauthorized ascents; the first in 1987 

by a British party who climbed the West Face snow and ice slope and then rappelled down the far side, the second by 
a German team in the '90s who took more or less the same route, and the third by two Swiss in 1993. The Italians 
were able to verify the existence of some of these ascents, as they discovered a camping gaz cylinder on the summit 
and evidence of a bivouac on the descent.

  

Laïla Peak -c6,952m-, North ridge :
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An Italian team led by Oreste Forno made the first official ascent of the spectacular Laila Peak above 
the left bank of the Gondokoro Glacier in the Hushe Valley. In 1995 Forno had made an unsuccessful 
attempt on this very beautiful 6,096m mountain (not to be confused with the 6,614m peak of the same 
name in the Haramosh Group), but had been beaten by bad weather and the constant threat of 
avalanche. This time he was more fortunate, although conditions on the route were far from perfect. 
The six man expedition chose the prominent 55 snow and ice slope on the West Side of the 
magnificent North Ridge. Gaining access to this slope was complicated by two difficult and delicate 

pitches of verglassed rock low on the route (at least grade V), while the upper slope was found to be deep 
unconsolidated powder. Paolo Cavagnetto and Fabio Iacchini reached the summit first at 11am on the 2nd July 
having started out from Camp 1 at c4,700m. The two Alpine guides made the 1,450m of ascent in 10 hours. They 
were followed next day by the Valtellina Alpinists, Giovanni Ongaro, Guido Ruggeri and Camillo della Vedova who 
took 12 hours.The team had previously acclimatized on the south side of the mountain and noted that the easiest 
route to the summit would follow the West Ridge from the col at its foot, reached via an easy angled snow couloir. All 
summiteers chose this line for their descent, making 10 rappels down the North West Ridge to the col and descending 
the straightforward couloir to the south. Both teams were back at their Base Camp on the same day as their ascent.

  

Link Sar (" Berliner Peak ") -c7,041m- :
The west bay of the Kaberi Glacier below Link Sar was probably first visited by western mountaineers in 1964, when a 
German expedition used it to approach the flanks of the unclimbed K6 to the west. They christened the unnamed 
7,040m peak Berliner but it subsequently became known as Link Sar.
Immediately southeast of K7, the unclimbed Link Sar (7,040m) saw only its second attempt to date when a very 
strong and experienced American team, comprising Steve Carson, George Lowe, Steve Swenson, Andy Tuthill and 
Eric Winkleman, tried to find a feasible route from the south. The previous attempt took place 22 years before when, 
in July 1979, Kihuo Goto's Japanese team established Base Camp on the Kondus Glacier, then placed four camps on 
the Link Sar Glacier and the avalanche prone East Face. After reaching c6,100m on the face, the team felt the route 
was simply too dangerous and gave up.
It's maybe virgin peak at the update of this page.

 

Lucky Shinmo Spire (Cobra Brakk), (Khridas valley) :
Americans, Conrad Anker, Peter Croft and Galen Rowell visited the increasingly popular Charakusa 
Glacier, east of Hushe, in July and succeeded in climbing a number of the fine granite spires for 
which the region is justly famous. They placed a Base Camp at c4,000m near to the junction with the 
Chogolisa Glacier (known as Spansar) and from there Anker and Croft first climbed a c270m route 
on a formation situated on the next ridge east of Spansar Brakk that they named Lucky Shinmo 
Spire but may be known locally as the Cobra. The crux was rated 5.11b and the route took a full 
day. A little later Rowell soloed a c5,300m spire named Nakpa Brakk. This is the third and final spire 
on the main ridge coming down from Spansar Brakk and is somewhat lower than the true summit. 

Rowell carried no gear as he planned only to make a reconnaissance but finding easy ground completed the 350m 
route in a few hours (reported as 5.9 maximum). 
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Marpo Brakk -c5,300m- (Nangma valley) :
In 1998, new Zealanders Watkins, Wong and Woodford also climbed a c250m route at 5.10 and A1 to reach the 
5,300m summit of Marpo Brakk.
It is reported that early in 1999 the Antipodean team of Andrew McCauley, Ned Norton, Paul Weber and Vera Wong, 
the last three on their second visit to the valley in consecutive years, attempted both Marpo Brakk (c5,300m) and 
Amin Brakk (5,850m) but were unsuccessful. They then turned to the two Jonono Towers and managed to climb the 
higher of these two rock spires, The Father (5,500m) on their second attempt.
Prior to all this activity the two Spanish big wall climbers, Pep Masip and Silvia Vidal, had visited the valley in June to 
make the first ascent of Brakk Zang (4,800m). Base Camp was situated on a grassy meadow more or less right 
beneath the wall at c4,250m. After fixing the first two pitches of the East Pillar on the 25th and 26th June, the two 
climbers set off with a double portaledge for a capsule style ascent of the wall. On the 5th July they reached the top of 
the pillar having created Ganyips in nine long pitches, some up to 75m in length. Almost all of these were negotiated 
on aid at A2 and A3, with a F6a free section in a nasty 40m off-width that formed pitch three. Eight nights were spent 
on the 540m high wall, with progress slowed due to periods of poor weather typical of their stay in the area. The route 
was descended in seven rappels, some 90m in length. Interestingly, around eight metres to the right of the initial 
section of the route the two climbers saw two old 8mm bolts, marking a previous but unknown attempt. 

 

Nakpa Brakk -c5,300m- (Khridas valley) :
Rowell soloed a c5,300m spire named Nakpa Brakk. This is the third and final spire on the main ridge coming down 
from Spansar Brakk and is somewhat lower than the true summit. Rowell carried no gear as he planned only to make 
a reconnaissance but finding easy ground completed the 350m route in a few hours (reported as 5.9 maximum).

 

Nasa Peak :
First ascent by Bunnage/Hamiltonin 1988. Rowell then repeated the 1988 Bunnage/Hamilton Route on the North 
Ridge of Nasa Peak (another rock spire on the ridge running south from Spansar Brakk and separated from Beatrice 
to the east by a small side glacier). Thinking he was on new ground, Rowell climbed the 500m ridge using a backrope 
for half the route, noting on his descent old rappel slings terminating about 150m below the top. As this upper section 
was relatively straightforward, he was non-plussed to find no trace of previous parties on the summit. The British pair 
climbed the route at VS and it is widely believed there have been several ascents since. Rowell, while admitting that 
he may not have chosen the best line, reports difficulties up to 5.10b with variable amounts of 5.9 and above.

 

Nawaz Brakk -c5,700m-, West face (Nangma valley) :
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Both teams named the peaks after their respective cooks; Amin for the Spanish (1995) and 
Nawaz for the British (1998). Generally quoted as 5,700m but thought possibly higher, the 
nawaz Brakk first saw the wall by Lazkano during a visit the previous year, when he 
attempted a line on the adjacent North West Face of Nawaz Brakk during possibly the first 
serious climbing expedition to this hidden glacier basin. Incidentally, both teams named the 

twins peaks after their respective cooks; Amin for the Spanish and Nawaz for the British.

 

Parhat Brakk (Khridas valley) :
Robinson and Jed Workman then made the first ascent of Parhat Brakk, a granite spire of more or less the same 
altitude as Fathi Brakk (c5,400m/c5,600m) but with a dramatic 1,000m high North Ridge. This feature was first 
attempted in 1995 by American guide, Angela Hawse, and party on an excellent granit.

 

Pilastro Bimbi -c4,950m- (Khridas valley) :
Pilastro dei Bimbi gave a fine 17-pitch route on very compact rock with sustained climbing up to VII+ and A3. The 
team climbed part of the route on the 21st, completing it two days later in a total time of 18 hours. Four days later they 
climbed the Fourth Pillar (4,900m) via its South West Face to create Pilastro Pulcinella (VII and A2). This last named 
route had 15 pitches and took a total of 17 hours to climb (on the 25th and 27th July).

 

Pilastro Pulcinella -c4,900m- (Khridas valley) :
The Italian climbers (Maurizo Garota, Giuseppe Masdea, Dario Spreafico, Corrado et Danilo Valsecchi)attempted 
their routes in as ethical a style as they could practically manage, using no bolts and fixing just 150m of rope on the 
Pilastro Pulcinella.

 

Sotal's Pa -c4,800m- (Nangma valley) :
On the opposite side of the Nangma valley and only 15 minutes walk (downhill) from their 4,200m Base Camp, Peter 
and Thomas completed a new line on the South Face of 4,800m Sotal Pa. The two climbed their 19 pitch route, 
Ramchikor, over 14 days, finishing on the 14th August. They followed an obvious and continuous line of steep cracks, 
off widths and chimneys to the crest of the South Ridge, finishing at the base of a smooth vertical granite wall just 
below the summit. After some discussion the two decided that this point marked a logical conclusion to the route and 
they descended. Subsequently, over two days they cleared the line of all equipment apart from 10m of jammed rope. 
The difficulties were rated British E3 5c and A2.
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Shingu Charpa (" The Great tower ") -c5,600m-, (Nangma 
valley) :
Koreans, Shin Dong-Chul, Bang Jung-Ho and Hwang Young-Soon, made the first ascent of Shingu Charpa (aka The 
Great Tower: 5,600m) in the Nangma Valley. The three fixed 700m of rope in a dangerous approach couloir to an 
altitude of 4,800m, then committed themselves to the West Face, a steep granite wall that took seven days to ascend 
and descend. Climbing through generally very poor weather, the three Koreans reached the summit on the 23rd July 
after overcoming difficulties rated at 5.11 and A2. Frequent rain and snowstorms made the route particularly 
dangerous with an ever present threat of stonefall, especially in the lower section where the wall was less than 
vertical.
A group of experienced Russian mountaineers together with the American, Carlos Buhler, planned to attempt the 
huge North West Ridge of this peak, a logistically difficult challenge but a well-known and much coveted prize in the 
Nangma Valley. In the end they didn't but Buhler and Durashin went on to travel in the Hindu Raj as reported 
elsewhere.

  

Spansar Brakk -c5,300m-, South west ridge (Khridas valley) 
:
Americans, Conrad Anker, Peter Croft and Galen Rowell visited the increasingly popular Charakusa Glacier, east of 
Hushe, in July and succeeded in climbing a number of the fine granite spires for which the region is justly famous. 
They placed a Base Camp at c4,000m near to the junction with the Chogolisa Glacier (known as Spansar) and from 
there Anker and Croft first climbed a c270m route on a formation situated on the next ridge east of Spansar Brakk that 
they named Lucky Shinmo Spire but may be known locally as the Cobra. The crux was rated 5.11b and the route took 
a full day. A little later Rowell soloed a c5,300m spire named Nakpa Brakk. This is the third and final spire on the main 
ridge coming down from Spansar Brakk and is somewhat lower than the true summit. Rowell carried no gear as he 
planned only to make a reconnaissance but finding easy ground completed the 350m route in a few hours (reported 
as 5.9 maximum). Croft, who has recently been specializing in ultra-long ridge traverses in the High Sierra and is well-
known for his speed ascents in Yosemite (he currently holds the record for the Nose on El Capitan), is reported as 
saying that Spansar Brakk was the biggest and best climb he had both seen and done in his life !

  

Tahir Tower, " All Quiet on the Eastern Front" route 
(Kondus valley) :
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Americans, Dave Anderson, Jimmy Chin, Steph Davis and Brady Robinson, managed to gain 
permission to visit the Kondus Valley, the next major valley east of the Hushe and close to the 
war zone on the disputed Indo-Pakistan border. The Kondus Glacier flows down from the 
Conway Saddle and the Baltoro Kangri- Sia Kangri group. It has been strategically out-of-
bounds to foreigners for some years and the approach now houses a military road. The four 

Americans reportedly chose an impressive, virgin, c1,000m-high rock spire in the lower valley, which they named 
Tahir Tower, then spent around seven days fixing ropes before starting a final push in capsule style. They reached the 
summit on the 20th July after 10 days on the face, completing 35 pitches with maximum difficulties of 5.11 and A3. 
The route was christened All Quiet on the Eastern Front and the team report good relationships with the Pakistan 
military met in the valley during their stay.

  

Silver Throne -c6,900m (6600m)- :
The Silver Throne is at the front of his brother, the Golden Throne (Baltoro Kangri) -7275m-, 600m higher, as 
christened by M. Conway. No informations on this summit.

  

Tasa Kangri (Trinity Peak) -c6,614m- :
This summit is familiar by trekkers who climb the Gondokoro pass. This summit was climb by a 
japanese team in 1974.

  

The Dog's Knob (TDK) -c5,400m- :
TDK (The Dog's Knob), first climbed by Bob Marks and John Styles in 1988 and now sporting three or four separate 
routes to its summit. The North Ridge of the symmetrical pyramid of Nasa (first ascent in 1988 by Andy Bunnage and 
David Hamilton) has gained a reputation as the easiest and most accessible rock climb in the Karakoram. Graded 
British VS it has received seven or eight ascents in the last decade.

 

Tysar tower -c5,000m- :
The South Face of this virgin c5,000m granite tower in the Hushe Valley was also the scene of an attempt by the 
three person Spanish team of Carmen Gonzalez, Manolo Miranda and Eduard Sanchez but further details of their 
climb are currently unknown.
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Uli Peak -c4,670m- (Khridas valley) :
In summer 1999 Maurizio Giordani, Lorenzo Lanfranchi, Luca Maspes and Natale Villa climbed two new peaks in the 
largely unknown Kahridas Valley of the Hushe region. The Italians were quite probably the first to climb there The 
team climbed the diminutive Uli Peak (4,670m: V) next to King Brakk.

  

Zang Brakk (Sotulpa) -c4,800m- (Nangma valley) :
In 1998, prior to all this activity the two Spanish big wall climbers, Pep Masip and Silvia Vidal, 
had visited the valley in June to make the first ascent of Brakk Zang (4,800m). Base Camp was 
situated on a grassy meadow more or less right beneath the wall at c4,250m. After fixing the first 
two pitches of the East Pillar on the 25th and 26th June, the two climbers set off with a double 
portaledge for a capsule style ascent of the wall. On the 5th July they reached the top of the pillar 

having created Ganyips in nine long pitches, some up to 75m in length. Almost all of these were negotiated on aid at 
A2 and A3, with a F6a free section in a nasty 40m off-width that formed pitch three. Eight nights were spent on the 
540m high wall, with progress slowed due to periods of poor weather typical of their stay in the area. The route was 
descended in seven rappels, some 90m in length. Interestingly, around eight metres to the right of the initial section of 
the route the two climbers saw two old 8mm bolts, marking a previous but unknown attempt.
In 2000, a Korean team made two new routes on this 4,800m rock spire west of Amin Brakk in the Nangma Valley. 
There has been some confusion over the name of this peak. In early July 1998 the Spanish duo, Pep Masip and Silvia 
Vidal, climbed the 540m South East Pillar over a period of eight days in capsule style (A3 and F6a). They had hoped 
to descend easily by walking down the north side but on reaching the top, found that option too difficult and, therefore, 
rappelled the pillar. It is not clear whether they actually went to the summit of the spire, to which they gave the name 
Brakk Zang. Last year, the Koreans climbed two new lines on the South Face, one immediately to the right of the pillar 
taken by the British Route and one a little to the right again but still left of the Spanish Pillar. Fixed ropes were used 
and according to visiting parties later in the season, the Koreans, for whatever reason, appear to have painted big, 
bright, silver spots on the rock to highlight their belay stations. Jang Hyung-Won, Lim Sung-Muk and Shin Moon-He 
required 15 days and a lot of fixed rope on their line, which they graded 5.9 and A4-. The second route, (names 
reported as Anjong Neonj and Moon Sung Wook) appears to have been climbed in capsule style with a portaledge 
and was graded 5.9 and A3+. The Koreans report replacing the karabiner left on the summit by the British women with 
one of their own.

  

Zang Brakk (Sotulpa) -c4,800m-, " Ramchikor route " (Nangma valley) :

In August of the same year British women, Libby Peter and Louise Thomas, climbed a 19-
pitch route up the central pillar of the South Face (Ramchikor: 600m: British E3 5c and A2). 
This line used fixed ropes and stopped just short of the summit, but the two were able to 
reach the highest point just a couple of days later via the pleasant and very accessible 
North Ridge (AD). They noticed a cairn on the approach but no sign of previous passage on 
either the ridge or in the vicinity of the summit to which they gave the name Sotulpa Peak. 

Neither the Spanish nor the British climbers placed any bolts on the mountain.
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Glacier du Batura, Passu, Ultar, Indus, KKH, Kampir, Pamri Sar, Shispare, Tpopdan, Ultar Ghenta

Sources :
All informations mainly coming from, 

Ø The American Alpin Journal, 1996 to 2004 editions
Ø L'Himalaya in Alpin Style by Andy Fanshawe & Stephen Venables, (Arthaud - France), 192 pages, 1996 edition
Ø Les plus belles montagnes du monde by, (Glénat - Grenoble-France), 296 pages, 1993 edition
Ø Himalaya-Karakoram, Mountains of Pakistan by Shiro Shirahata, (Denoël - France), edition 1990
Ø Ils ont conquis l'Himalaya by Bernard Pierre (Plon - France), 1979 edition
Ø Deux siècles d'alpinisme by Chris Bonnington (Delachaux & Niestlé), 1992 edition

... and some others. All informations compiled by Blankonthemap.
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